Myriad v3 Software Update Information

You can get the latest software updates as well as Technical Support by visiting the P Squared Website at http://www.psquared.net/support/ or the P Squared Forum at http://forum.psquared.net/

v3.0.32

Myriad Manager Changes:
·	The Directory History window now has a pane at the bottom that shows you the full details of the selected item.

P Squared Contacts and Users Directory Changes:
·	The Directory no longer automatically creates backups once a day. The default settings are now to prompt users once a week when they login to create a backup. Backups are now kept for 28 days instead of 7 days. This behaviour can be altered via the Backup tab on the Directory Settings window.

The following issues have been fixed:
·	The installer was not registering certain files correctly if you were running a non-english version of Windows
·	The Help file would not be displayed if you loaded Myriad or Myriad Manager from BootStuff or from other Shortcuts that did not have a "Start In" set.
·	Opening a database that contained invalid Category information could cause Myriad to exit.
·	The Log Importer would display a message if a Music Log file could not be found, even if the Silent mode option had been specified.
·	The Log Importer: when clicking the "Import Music and Adverts" button, if it didn't import any Music, it wouldn't even attempt to import adverts for the specified date/time range

v3.0.31

The Command Line options for the Log Importer have changed, to bring them in line with AutoTrack. Please contact P Squared for more information.

To assist users experiencing audio pauses when using the Open Station Database window, Myriad now iterates through the databases slightly slower to reduce the likelihood of network delays causing audio dropouts.

The following issues have been fixed:
·	The On-Air Button was still displayed on Admin only licenses.

v3.0.29

The Log Importer can now import Advert logs from Marketron's Visual Traffic system.

v3.0.28

The Computer list is now only updated every 30 seconds, and additional debugging information has been added to the Computer List handling

The following issues have been fixed:
·	When inserting a Myriad STS Split Cart Group into the Scheduled Log whilst On Air, myriad could pause or stutter

v3.0.27

The following issues have been fixed:
·	The Log Importer would exit if you attempted to import an Ad Log with invalid Cart Numbers.
·	Myriad would exit if you dropped an item onto the AutoPlay area on the Log Display without having a database open.

v3.0.26

The following issues have been fixed:
·	If you clicked on a Disabled main tab button on the left or right hand side, or the Audiowall Left or Right Scroll button, the instant cart keys would stop responding.

v3.0.25

Some "Forward Compatibility" has been added to support forthcoming dynamic Macro Commands in Myriad v3.5

The "Can Edit Shared Instant Carts" Permission was OFF by default which is different from the other settings. This has now been changed to be "On" by default. You should therefore review your users permissions.

In "Maximum" debugging mode, all keypresses are now logged to the debug log files. Also information about the active window in Myriad is also logged. Maximum debugging mode should be used with caution as it can cause your system to slow down significantly and can cause your local hard drives to run low on disk space as the logs are written. Low Disk Space can cause instability.

The following issues have been fixed:
·	When adding new Voice Links to the Scheduled Log, the timing would not update unless you manually forced it to. This did not affect playout as the timing is recalculated at each hour rollover.
·	The Import Audio Wizard showed an option to import "WAV" files - this has now been changed to import "audio" as the import wizard can import more than just wav files.
·	The "Can Edit Shared Instant Carts" Permission was not being applied.
·	If you set a hardware line from within a Command, the line would not become active until after the command had finished executing - For instance, Set hardware, wait 10 seconds, Set Another hardware would result in both hardware lines setting at the end, not 10 seconds apart.

v3.0.24

The following issues have been fixed:
·	Copyright Reports that amalgamate Plays to give Play Counts (such as UK PRS Commercial) were not exporting the correct number of plays to the CSV file.

v3.0.23

You can now enter greater offsets for Advert and Music Log Cart Number Offsets when importing from 3rd Party Schedulers. Myriad will also now process negative offsets.

The Automatically Generated Advert Rec Files now use the Advert Log Cart Number Offset. This does NOT apply to manually generated returns from the Audio Logs Report

The following issues have been fixed:
·	You could not change the ending type of Links in Auto-Fade hours from sweeper to segue or back again.
·	Any "Early Fade" settings (setup by the Segue Editor) on items other than Songs were being ignored.
·	The Log importer would not import items scheduled with an end type of "Sweep" correctly - it would set them to Auto instead (i.e. green instead of orange)
·	The Log Importer was not applying Music Log Cart Number Offsets to Cart Numbers

v3.0.22

Myriad now supports several other languages - the full list is now Arabic,English, French, German, Italian, Polish and Spanish

Another Copyright Report has been added - IMRO Commercial returns - To access this report you need to delete the old CopyrightReports.ls3 file from your System\Reports\Settings folder and then restart Myriad Manager.

As a result of this, there is also a new matching IMRO Commercial Copyright Report "Save As" format in the drop down list when exporting CSV files from the Copyright Report window.

The following issues have been fixed:
·	The AutoPlay feature (started by dragging a cart onto the clock on the Audiowall or Log screens) was starting the cart based on the entire length of the cart, not the Extro. 
·	Importing information from Cart Chunk format wav files from some other playout systems could cause myriad to exit when going into SmoothEdit


v3.0.21

The Copyright Report "Save" button in Myriad Manager now exports in several different formats:
·	UK PRS
·	IMRO Copyright
·	Other
To access the different export formats click the Save button and then choose the format from the drop down file format selector at the bottom of the window.

There is also a new Copyright "view" available for IMRO, however to access this report you need to delete the old CopyrightReports.ls3 file from your System\Reports\Settings folder and then restart Myriad Manager.

There are 2 new Myriad 3 Permissions Settings that allow you to control whether a user or group of users has permissions to edit the Local Jump Buttons and the Shared Jump Buttons on the Audiowall.

The following issues have been fixed:
·	The customise option to "Always" use the Recording Level Trigger would not stay set.
·	The Edit button was enabled on the Database view even if you didn't have permissions to edit the cart of the selected item
·	The Cart List handling introduced in v3.0.19 caused some carts to incorrectly appear in cart players as lists.
·	The Link to Files option was missing from the Import Wizard
·	If you clicked to start a pad run following an already playing item, but the item closes while you are waiting to click the option, Myriad would exit
·	If you chose to use the "Use Colours from Carts" option for the Log Display, "blue" carts would be drawn in black
·	Importing Legacy Song and Link information from v2 Q-NXT Databases would not import the Length information

v3.0.19

The Import Audio Wizard can now import from mp3, mp2, Ogg and WMA files as well as WAV files.

Myriad Manager has been updated to show options on it's help menu that display the Help File.

The Emergency Configuration Tool now has a button that allows you to configure the Audio Locations.

Some preliminary work has been included to handle new Cart List features that will be included in Myriad v3.1

The following issues have been fixed:
·	The Log Import was not correctly importing Commands ($C)
·	You could not close SmoothEdit if you were currently recording the same cart in the Recording Cart Player
·	In SmoothEdit, if you were playing audio and then clicked the Save button, it did not save any changes to the audio 
·	In Myriad Manager, clicking the Browse Cart buttons on the Play Logs Options window could cause Myriad Manager to exit
·	Myriad would occasionally exit when it went to cue up an Auto-Hook list if you had a "popup" window open - i.e. the Goto Hour box in the Log Display
·	The "Year" information was not being read correctly when using the Legacy option to read information pushed into the database from AutoTrack v2
·	Special handling has been implemented to cope with corruption in the "Last Played" date information stored in carts.

v3.0.18

When the Log is in Standby mode, the total duration of the hour is now shown in the Time Remaining field.

If you only have only 1 item selected in Audio Reports, Play Reports and Directory Contacts, then ALL items are now exported to CSV as this is the same behaviour as printing.

The following issues have been fixed:
·	Myriad would exit if you clicked the Info button on the Log Display Window to display Script information then the script info window had previously been minimised, rather than closed completely.
·	The link to file options were partially ignored in SmoothEdit for users running older AudioWalls (i.e. from v2) that have been upgraded.
·	Pressing "insert" to edit a cart twice in quick succession would cause Myriad to exit
·	When recording a voice link into the Log using the SegEditor, if you start the next item before starting to record the voice link, the "Segue Next" key would not work correctly.
·	Myriad Manager would exit if you clicked the Import new audio or Rip CD Tracks options in the Audio Report.


v3.0.17

Initial support for non-latin alphabets and keyboards has been added. This feature should be considered experimental and feedback is welcomed.

This version also contains initial support for foreign languages. We have added the ability for the main buttons in Myriad (not the Manager or support programs at this time) for both Arabic and French. You can use these settings by clicking Customise on the Tools menu and then clicking the new Language button at the bottom. This setting is per user so different users can use different languages. We will be adding more languages and making more captions "international" in future releases. Again we welcome any feedback you can give via the forum at http://forum.psquared.net.  We do know that several of the Captions are too long for the buttons and any suggestions for language changes are again welcomed.

The following issues have been fixed:

·	Pressing some Log specific keyboard shortcuts without having a station log open would cause Myriad to exit. 
·	Attempting to record a Voice Link if you don't have rights to edit the Voice Link area would occasionally cause Myriad to exit at the end of the first item in the segue.

v3.0.16

The Serial and TCP/IP Remote control now support the Backspace key to correct manually entered commands. Not much use to most we suspect, but thought we would mention it!

The following issues have been fixed:

·	In SmoothEdit, if you turned off a looping section of a cart then closed SmoothEdit and went back in, the Looping was back. 
·	When opening carts that loop indefinitely in SmoothEdit, the cart would show as having a max set of 10 loops.
·	The new feature added in v3.0.14 that displays a Red X when a carts audio is missing was only being applied if the cart had an Extro. It is now being applied to all carts.
·	With PCI1750 Hardware cards, using "Pulse" Hardware outputs could cause some Hardware line inputs to be cleared briefly. The line would also not be cleared at the end of the pulse.
·	If you changed from a Station Database that had items in the log to one that didn't, the Log Display wouldn't clear and you be left with the previous items on screen. Scrolling up or down the log would clear the display immediately.
·	If you had enough items in the Pad to cause the Scroll Bar to activate, then moved some of the lower items around then Myriad would exit.
·	The "On-Air Control" menu was changing to "Station Control" when you took control. This is a throwback to Myriad v2's naming scheme and has been replaced with the more up to date "On-Air Control". A related label was changed on the OCP/STS tab of Station Database Settings.
·	The Cart Players would sometimes have the number "0" rather than the Cart Player number shown in the top right hand corner. The play log files would also show audio as having been played in player "0" in this situation. This does NOT affect the actual logging though, only the player number.
·	In Myriad Manager, mass moving carts would display a message box saying that AutoTrack would be updated to match. This is NOT the case, you have to manually update the information in AutoTrack if you move the audio in Myriad. Best practice is to move the carts inside AutoTrack instead.

v3.0.15

The following issues have been fixed:

·	Printing the details of an hour that has been played would give a printout without some key information on.
·	You couldn't enter some characters into the "Computer" field in the Directory History Report in Myriad Manager.
·	Cancelling from the Date window displayed when you clicked "Goto" on the log screen would display a message about an invalid date.

v3.0.14

Important: This update contains several key changes to the way Myriad cues items ready to play when using the Scheduled Log. These changes massively improve the speed of pressing the "GO" button. These changes are particularly important when going over an Hour Start marker. You should therefore test this version carefully in an "Off-Air" studio to ensure that you don't encounter any unexpected problems.

The carts display on the AudioWall will now show an audio icon with a red cross through it if the audiofile for that cart has been deleted outside of Myriad.

When using the Emergency Recovery Tool, a message box is now displayed after altering the Myriad settings to confirm that the settings have been changed.

The information in the panel at the bottom of the Log Display (Overrun, Time remaining and Next Segue) has been swapped around to make it more relevant to the columns shown in the log display above.

You can now record voice links into unscheduled advert breaks using the Segue Editor.

If you click on the "i" icon on the Log Display, the information window that is then displayed now uses a larger font to make it easier to read.

The Cart Play Logs and Copyright Reports have a new option to only show play logs from the "On-Air" computer. The reports now default to using this, but you can of course select an alternate computer if you need to.

If you close SmoothEdit whilst the main edit area is busy (recording/processing etc.) the message is now a little more descriptive

The following issues have been fixed:

·	Myriad was not loading <Pause> items in from saved pad lists. The Pad list file format has been slightly changed to solve this problem, so some saved pad runs from earlier versions of Myriad may not load correctly and will need to be recreated.
·	When using the "Add Hour to the Log" menu option, it would start adding from the cart below the one you selected. It also incorrectly displayed that it would start Adding from Cart 0 on the message box.
·	When Deleting an Hour from the Scheduled Log, if you then "Add" the same hour back in again by using the Add Hour To Log, the display was not updating.
·	When Deleting an Hour, there was a typo on the final message box - "Honesty" should have read "Honestly" 
·	In Myriad Manager, If you clicked Add a New Play Logs Report and then cancel, you were still prompted to save the settings.
·	The settings button on the Station Database Tab in the Myriad Settings window did not work. This button has now been removed as it is no longer needed.
·	The Item Description Column when printing hours from logs was overrunning the text for some itemtypes.
·	When editing View menu items, typing numbers would cause the Instart Carts to fire.
·	In the Audio Settings window, switching between Manual and Automatic would not enable/disable some of the sound card assignment options.#
·	You could not copy copy a cart you did not have "write" permissions to.
·	If you opened a cart to edit in SmoothEdit (without opening the audio "waveform" display) you could not import a new piece of audio over the top - you would recieve a Permission Denied error.

v3.0.12

Several changes have been made to the way that the Live/Auto/AutoFade and On-Air buttons are displayed on the Log Display window when using the Always and Never 'On-Air' modes.

Banners have been added to the Database and Log Display windows for users with AudioWall only Licenses.

There is a new "Add To AutoPlay" menu option on the right click menu on carts on the AudioWall

More information about the currently open Station Database and currently playing items is now sent to Nexus and the Myriad Monitor. 

The following issues have been fixed:

·	Myriad was previously keeping the entire history of searches for carts on the AudioWall and for database searches. This could result in a VERY long list. Myriad now only keeps the last 20 searches.
·	Myriad would exit if you clicked the "I" icon on the cart player without an open Station Database.
·	You could not set the AutoPlay feature by dropping carts onto the Clock on the AudioWall. It was working however on the Log Display window.
·	If you pressed the Segue Step key (<Ctrl>+S) while the Save Voice link Yes/No window was visisble, it would be displayed multiple times.

v3.0.11

The options on the right click menu for the Station Log have been adjusted to be easier to read.

Myriad no longer sends Copyright and Note information to OCP when the currently playing item changes. This is becuase the process is redundant as OCP reads it's own information directly from the Audiowall anyway.

The following issues have been fixed:

·	When running in Debug Mode in AutoFade mode, the Degug files would grow very large, very quickly.
·	When running with Multiple Profiles, the Setup Wizard would overwrite the first Profile's location for the P Squared Directory instead of storing it in the correct Profile.
·	Adding a cart right at the bottom of a pad would cause myriad to exit with a 440 error.
·	The alignment of the Segue Editor display was slightly too far to the left when hiding the Information Panel
·	The wording on the Add/Edit Absolute Time window refered to "Q-NXT" rather than Myriad
·	If you queried a CDDB Database for the titles of a CD that aren't available in the database, Myriad would exit with an invalid procedure call message
·	The Update OCP window would occasionnally not send the information to OCP.
·	Scrolling through the Log with the mousewheel would not reset the timer that is used to detect when Myriad's Log Display should switch back to automatically following the log.

v3.0.9

The startup sequence when using Myriad for the first time has been overhauled to make it much easier to setup. Several message boxes have been removed, and the procedure is now almost entirely automatic once the Setup Wizard has been completed.

There is a new option on the Settings Window on the General Options Tab - "Allow Users to Login using physical Security Keys". This option (which is on by default) allows you to program 'Security Keys' which contain a users login details. Inserting one of these into a USB port on your computer will then log that user into Myriad, removing the need for them to remember login name and passwords.  For more information about these keys, please contact sales@psquared.net

In Myriad Manager, there is a new option on the right click menu on Users in the Contacts list that allows you to create a Security Key for them.
There is also a new menu 'Log' which allows you to remove all the entries from the Scheduled Log.

When you permanently delete an Item from the Log it is now stored in a 'recycle bin' and a new undo button under the trash can icon then allows you to restore the item back in.

SmoothEdit now colours the Position text at the bottom to show you which area of the cart you are in - Intro,Main,  Extro etc.

In SmoothEdit, when you highlight only a single channel in a stereo file and press delete, it now silences that side where previously it would have deleted from both sides.

The way Cart notes are sent to OCP has changed. This is to resolve a problem where WebNotes were being accidentally read as Studio notes. You will therefore also need to update to the version 2.6.36 or higher of OCP.

A progress bar has been added to the startup of the Log Importer because on Station Database Logs that have no adverts, it can take quite a while to scan the existing logs.

The Commands system has been slightly adjusted so the Log and Instant Cart commands are more logical - becuase of this change, some previously entered command sequences will need altering before they will work correctly. More commands have also been added for controlling the Log and altering highlighted items.

Myriad v3 now contains built in support for the new P Squared Nexus product.

The new feature added in v3.0.8 where the Audiowall will automatically import titles for new audio files has been extended to check for the existence of DAB, WEB and regular notes and update the stored information to match. This means that the Log Display is now able to display the notes from those items when it is highlighted in the log.

You can now create 'Text only' carts - these are carts that just contain a description with no audio. These are usefull for 'labelling' parts of the audiowall - i.e. "A List", "Presenters Area" etc.

There is a new Customise Option that allows you do select whether you want the Information Panel on the Log window or not.This information panel now also displays Web and DAB notes for the highlighted item if it doesn't have any Studio notes.

The way that the Database of items (songs/links etc.) is displayed has changed. This has resulted in a slight decrease in speed, but the information is now more accurate.

When you delete a Voice Link item from the Scheduled Log, you are now given then option to cancel when asked if you want to delete the audio. 

Directory Permissions that are not directly related to Myriad - i.e. Powerlog, Scoop etc. have now been hidden to simplify configuration.

The location of the P Squared Directory Database is now Multiple Profile enabled which means that some users may need to reselect the location of their Directory Database when they Load a profile for the first time.

The following issues have been fixed:

·	The Log Importer would start up and then exit if you did not have any Station Databases setup on your system
·	You could not alter the Myriad Settings from within the Log Importer
·	If you replaced an existing Log item that had more than 1 artist, the 2nd artist was left behind
·	You could convert items to Voice Links even when they were next to existing Voice links.
·	If you attempted to run Myriad on a computer that didn't have any sound cards fitted or had set the number of Cart Players to be 0 then Myriad would exit at startup
·	In Myriad Manager, the warning message about low screen resolutions was being displayed even after you had selected not to see that message again.
·	After importing Legacy Song and Link information from your Station Database, Myriad would sometimes close and have to be restarted.
·	When clicking the button in SmoothEdit to edit your audio using an external audio editor, it would fail to load the editor correctly if your audiowall is stored in a folder with a space in the path - i.e. "m:\Audio Wall" etc.
·	Importing audio files (or transport files that contain audio files) where the total length of the audio is less than half a second would erronesouly import as being empty. Clicking Edit cart would display the audio waveform, and clicking Save would then allow the audio to be played.
·	You could not export a pad run to a cart using 'Hook' mode, if the separator was less than half a second long
·	The Item Information window was not showing the icon that shows the items type (i.e. a song, link, advert etc.) correctly.
·	The Instant Carts would not work from Hardware Triggers
·	After playing a Hook list in a cart player, any carts on the Audiowall that were then played in that player would have the Progress bars left on screen when the carts finished.
·	In SmoothEdit, the Export Progress bar was left on screen when selecting "Export to Cart" and then cancelling from the Cart Browser
·	SmoothEdit could exit when going in to edit a cart that didn't have a length the last time SmoothEdit was editing it, but now has some - i.e. a wav file has "appeared" in the meantime
·	The Cart browser was not refreshing its display when it was being displayed for the second time.
·	If you open a Station Database that didn't contain any songs and then immediately clicked Details, Myriad would exit
·	You couldn't have more than 4 cart players regardless of the setting you entered.
·	Changing the Log to Auto-Fade mode did not update the log display to show faded/dropped items.

v3.0.8

When exporting a Pad to a cart, the audio is now overlapped using the extro times from the audio to sound the same as if the pad was played through the cart players.

Navigating around the Audiowall and the Log via the Cursor keys has been further improved when switching between windows. 

When using the Audiowall, Myriad now checks to see if a previously 'empty' cart now has an audio file. If it detects one, it now automatically imports it and it's details onto the Audiowall.

More Cart information is now sent to OCP when each item is played in the log.

When exporting a Section of a Cart to another using SmoothEdit, the Titles that are written to the new cart are now more descriptive.

The Import Audio Wizard now uses a much smoother convertor when changing the sample rate of imported audio (i.e. converting a 48K audio file to a 44K to store on the Audiowall)

If you put the Log into standby mode, you previously had to scroll down to the next item in the log to get it to pick up where it left off. You can now just press the button again (without having to change selection) and it will do just as well. The log now also uses the Red/Green dotting of the item it's starting after to determine whether it segues automatically as well.

The following issues have been fixed:

·	If you had no entries in the Database, clicking the Info button on the cart player on a cart could cause Myriad to exit.
·	Dragging a log item down towards the Trash Can to delete it would cause the 'Down Log' button to get stuck 'Down'
·	Playback of Linear PCM WAV files using the SmoothEditor window could be choppy and stutter occasionally.
·	In the Myriad Settings window, the name of the Station Database to open at startup would disappear if you went back into the window.
·	Users running STS who had turned off the "Wait for STS to finish playing the item" would have problems with estimated Start times and Running to Time
·	Occasionally the Log Preview and Log Precue keyboard shortcuts would not work.
·	The Cart Browser would display cart numbers oddly when moving from one blank cart to another
·	In Advanced Station Control mode, you couldn't stop Myriad taking control if it couldn't connect to a Station Controller (i.e. stuck on 'Requesting')
·	Clicking the 'Live' mode button while in Live mode wouldn't stop the Log running (i.e. return to standby mode)
·	If you started the Log running while a cart was in a player and answered Yes' to the start after current items have finished question, the next item could start immediately

v3.0.7

This release contains some updates to the P Squared Contacts and Users Directory relating to other (non-myriad) products.

There is a new Myriad Settings option to enable some keyboard shortcuts that were available with Myriad v2 - at present these are the F and J keys on the Audiowall (Find and Jump respectively)

You can now export the results in a Cart Browser or Cart Report to a CSV File

All exported CSV files (Such as Cart Reports, Directory History Reports, Copyright Reports) are now quote-mark  delimited to solve problems with exporting results that contain commas.

There is a new menu option on the right click menu on the Audiowall - Jump to next Empty Cart. This...Jumps to the next Empty Cart.

The colours on the View Schedule window have been softened.

There is a new Security Option for users to allow/disallow them from being able to use the Log Importer Tool

SmoothEdit now displays more suitable X and Y scales - minutes and percentages rather than samples and sample values. There is a new Customise Option which you can use to turn this setting off again.

The following issues have been fixed:

·	The option to enable 'linking' to files not stored on the Audiowall could not be set.
·	If the Log had cued up a cart ready to play and you then tried to play exactly the same cart directly from elsewhere (the Audiowall/Database etc.) it would start the one that the Log had cued up and 'Go' on to the next item.
·	The visual alignment of some boxes on the 'Command Details' window was not correct.
·	The Cart Browser would behave very oddly if you used the buttons next to the "Jump to" box when in List mode.
·	Find Cart on the Cart Browser was not searching the third ('Description') line of carts.
·	Running a Cart Plays Report to see all plays from the Last Year would cause Myriad Manager to exit

v3.0.5

There is a brand new User history logging option. This logs a wide range of actions that users have taken into a set of logfiles stored in the same location as the P Squared Directory. These histories can be viewed via the new History menu option in Myriad Manager on the View menu and also via the standalone P Squared Directory Manager. You can even open these in Excel and examine them there.

The following issues have been fixed:

·	Myriad Manager was still showing the old Update Information window. This has now been replaced with the newer display.
·	The Print Preview window was showing incorrect tooltips on the buttons
·	Some of the Global Audiowall File Settings were not being stored correctly when being edited so would return to the default settings.
·	The "Active-Low" setting for a hardware line was not being stored so you couldn't turn it off

v3.0.4

Under Myriad Settings>General there is a new Audiowall option for Touchscreen users - "Start carts playing with a single left mouse click".

Myriad now has the ability to denote items that have been played recently. This shows a yelow exclamation symbol on the carts either for a fixed period (say 30 minutes) or for a multiple of the duration of the cart - i.e. if set to 10x then a 10 second cart would be highlighted for 100 seconds, whilst a 3 minute song for 30 minutes. The settings for this are on a new Audiowall tab on the Myriad Settings window.

Find Cart and Search Database have a new "Exclude" option that stops Myriad from displaying items that have been played recently

You can now configure how long Myriad waits before automatically refreshing the audiowall display - the setting for this is on the the Audiowall Tab on the Myriad Settings windows.

You can now permanently delete items from the Log by pressing <Shift><Delete>

The Support File Creator now has the option to include a Station Database, and now also automatically includes Command files, Myriad Manager report settings files and the Computer ID list information.

There are now keyboard shortcuts to switch the Main tabs - these are <Ctrl>+1/2/3/4/5 to switch to the Audiowall/Instant Carts/Database/Log Display/SmoothEdit respectively.

Changes have been made to the way Log Preview works to make it simper to understand what mode you are running in and what effect editing the log has

The following issues have been fixed:

·	Clicking the Title, Artist and Description column headers in the Find Cart results list would cause Myriad to exit with an element not found error
·	The Find Cart option to "Search for Similar items" (which uses SoundEx searching) was not being used.
·	The advanced options for filtering Cart Reports and the Audio browser would only work if you were also filtering by another criteria - i.e. title or date modified etc.
·	You could enter a very large number into the Move/Copy cart destination text box.
·	You couldn't move or copy a cart to a cart that was already in use.
·	The Log display was still jumping to follow 'home' when the log was running and you were in SegEdit mode.
·	The 'Log Start' button was not being displayed if you chose the On-Air control option 'Always On-Air'
·	The Log Playout mode buttons were still being shown even if your license did not allow you to use the Log Playout mode.
·	Outputs set to 'Pulse' where not clearing after the pulse had finished.
·	The option to fade items when pressing the eject button on the keyboard was not working
·	The options to stop carts being ejected whilst playing where only being applied in some cases
·	Fixed several problems relating to adding Database items to the log
·	If a file didn't exist for a 'View' menu option, you couldn't edit that item. A file is now created with some default text to allow it to be edited.
·	You couldn't edit the same 'View' menu item twice without quitting from myriad and going back in.

v3.0.3

This is the first public release of Myriad to selected users. 

v3.0.2

This is the second Alpha release of Myriad to selected users. 

v3.0.0

This is the initial Alpha release of Myriad to selected users. 


Note: Myriad v2 users should be aware that the following terms have changed:

·	Jingles are now known as Links
·	The Q-NXT Log is now the Scheduled Log
·	The Q-NXT Database is now the Station Database
·	The Q-NXT Tab is now simply the Log Tab
·	The Songs Library is now the Database and includes Links
·	Scripts are now called Live Read Scripts
·	Users are now stored in the P Squared Directory along with other Contacts
·	Station Control is now On-Air Control



